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I

n March, 2008, Rep. Peter DeFazio (D-OR) and
Ways and Means Health Subcommittee
Chairman Pete Stark (D- CA) joined together to
introduce The Physician Payment Sunshine Act,
which is the companion bill to S.2029 (The
Physician Payments Sunshine Act of 2007) ,
introduced by Senators Chuck Grassley (R-IA) and
Herb Kohl (D-WI).
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medical supply companies wouldn’t bother. The
Sunshine Act will help enable Medicare
beneficiaries to determine if their doctors are acting
in patients’ best interests. It may even convince
doctors to quit taking what can only be described
as industry kickbacks."

Ken Johnson, PhRMA’s senior vice president, said
the laws in Minnesota and Vermont, "mix apples
The
DeFazio-Stark
bill
with oranges" because they
would
require
pharmacombine activities like drug
On April 19, 2008, the
ceutical companies to post
detailing
with
research
Massachusetts state Senate
in electronic format (ie, Web
grants to academic centers.
site) every gift or payment
unanimously approved a first-in-the- Moreover, he argued that
over $25 made to a
the contracts with research
nation law banning all gifts to
physician (including the
centers
usually
involve
doctors from pharmaceutical
name, address, etc. of the
biomedical research that
companies!
physician). This would apply
legitimately deserves trade
not only to gifts given
secret protections.
directly by drug reps, but also "through an agent,
According to an article in the March 21, 2007 issue
subsidiary, or other third party" and not just directly
of JAMA, Joseph S. Ross, M.D., M.H.S., of Mount
to physicians, but also "an entity that a physician is
Sinai Medical School, contended the "trade secret"
employed by, has tenure with, or has a significant
claim was often so broad that it "covered money
ownership interest in; or to a covered organization
spent for food brought into lunch meetings with
in which a physician has a significant professional
detail men."
membership interest..."
Johnson also suggested that state sunshine laws
This legislation builds on existing laws in
were redundant given regulation of the industry by
Minnesota, Vermont, Maine and West Virginia to
the FDA and DOJ. He also said the industry
require prescription drug and medical device
policed itself through its Code on Interactions with
manufacturers to publicly report any gifts with a
Healthcare Professionals.
value of $25 dollars or more provided to doctors in
connection with their marketing activities.
Do These Laws Work?
Dr. Ross claimed that Vermont and Minnesota are
Industry-sponsored CME Also Covered
not living up to their pledges to make it clear to
The Senate "sunshine" bill has a few dark clouds
patients whether pharmaceutical company largess
associated with it. For example, the bill would also
and gifts of various kinds might be influencing
require reporting of payments made to physicians
physicians unduly in the choice of drugs they
for "participation in a medical conference,
prescribe.
continuing medical education, other educational or
informational program or seminar, or funded "The Vermont and Minnesota laws requiring
research (such as lab-based, epidemiology, or disclosure of payments do not provide easy access
health services research) that is not a clinical trial; to payment information for the public and are of
provision of materials related to such a conference, limited quality once accessed," wrote Dr. Ross.
educational or informational program or seminar, "However, substantial numbers of payments of
or research; or remuneration for promoting or $100 or more were made to physicians by
participating in such a conference, educational or pharmaceutical companies."
informational program or seminar, or research…"
Among Dr Ross’s findings:
Overly Onerous
 In Vermont, 58 pharmaceutical companies said
Bob Ehrlich of DTC Perspectives suggests that
they made payments totaling $5.58 million in
"this bill seems overly onerous" and "is meant to
payments over the two years studied-but they
discourage payments to doctors by outing them
disclosed details for only 12,227 payments
and the drug company on a public site.”
totaling $2.18 million. Another $3.41 million in
"Patients deserve to know if doctors are on the
payments were not disclosed based on the
take," said Sen. Stark. "Gifts and payments change
trade secret claim.
doctors’ behavior. If they didn’t, drug, device, and
Continues…
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 Of the companies reporting payments in
Vermont, 13 companies during the first year
studied and 10 more during the second year
designated their payments as trade secrets.
 The median payment in Vermont was $51
(range 0.22 to $63,458). Twenty-three percent
of the 12,227 payments to Vermont doctors
were for $100 or more.
 About two-thirds of the $100 or greater
payments in Vermont were in the form of food
and 24.4% were cash, check, honoraria, or
donation.
 In Vermont, 28.4% of the $100 or more
payments were designated for education,
25.5% to cover detailing, and 14.1% for
speakers
 In Minnesota 60 companies reported making
payments, but only 15 companies reported
making payments in each of three years
studied.
 Three years of data from Minnesota revealed
7,290 payments of which 95% were for $100
or more for three-year total of $30.96 million.
 In Minnesota 45.5% of the payments of $100
or more to physicians were for "unspecified
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purposes, 26.6% for education, and 13.1% for
speakers."

How About California?
Although some states like Vermont and Minnesota
require that payments to physicians be publicly
available, other states—such as California—mostly
require an aggregate accounting of spending and
limits, but do not require disclosure of payments
made to specific physicians.
So how’s that going?
The California Health & Safety Code §119402 was
enacted in 2005 as required by the passage of
Senate Bill 1765 in August, 2004. This laws makes
binding in California the PhRMA code and a similar
guidance by the U.S. Health and Human Services
Department Office of the Inspector General (see
“No More Free Lunch in California?”).
The California law requires drug companies to selfregulate by voluntarily implementing a compliance
plan that sets an upper limit on the dollar value of
gifts they could give to a doctor in a given year.
The compliance plan must include not only the
dollar value of the limit itself, but often also defines
what gifts and expenditures it considers to count
Continues…

Poll: Should Pharma Companies Report Physician Consultant Fees?
Physicians can make big bucks—eg, $204.000 per year—from CME-related and other consultant
fees paid them by pharmaceutical companies (see “Dollars for Docs: More Scrutiny Needed”). The
industry is reacting to pressure from Congressional committees regarding CME funding by
attempting to be "more transparent" and publishing registries of educational grants (see, for
example, "Lilly Discloses Funding" and "More firms say they will divulge CME grants").
However, if you look at Lilly's grant registry, you ONLY see grants made to organizations that
REQUESTED grants; you won't find any doctors' names on the list. Presumably, Lilly, like every
other pharmaceutical company, hires physician speakers to "moderate" educational programs for
physicians. Why aren't these docs on the list?
A survey being conducted on Pharma Marketing Blog beginning in May 2007 asked “Should Pharma
Companies Report Physician Consultant Fees?” The results to date are shown below. You can take
the poll here.
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against the limit, and which remain unregulated.
Based on a survey of the disclosure statements of
83 pharmaceutical companies in 2005, Marketech,
Inc., reported the average and mean spending by
pharmaceutical companies per California physician
in the following categories:
 General educational gifts per person (items
that primarily benefit the patient)
 Higher end gifts per person (textbooks,
anatomical models, etc.)
 "Reminder" (branded) items per person (coffee
mugs, notepads, pens, etc.)
 Breakfast per person
 Lunch per person
 Dinner per person
The overall average was $1,561 and the overall
mean was $1,500 (see “What Pharma Companies
Spend on Gifts to Docs”).
Playing by Their Own Rules
More recently, CALPIRG, the California Public
Interest Group, wrote a white paper entitled
“Playing by Their Own Rules – An Analysis of Drug
Company Gifts to Doctors” that examined the rules
the drug companies have set for themselves and
assessed whether they comply with the minimum
requirements of SB 1765, which went into effect in
January, 2005.
Among their findings:
 Drug companies fail to count some meals and
other payments as “gifts,” and therefore not
subject to the limit;
 Some companies reserve the right to exceed
their limits if they so choose;
 Others assert that they are following a limit,
but do not disclose what that limit actually is,
while a few fail even to post their policies at all.
The CALPIRG report included data summarizing
drug companies’ dollar limits on the total value of
all gifts they may provide to a given doctor in a
single year (see Table 1, pg.4).
Although the overall average spending limit has
decreased by 7.6% since 2005, CALPIRG
maintains that increases in some limits, notably by
Pfizer, Merck, and Genzyme, “greatly outpace
inflation” and “reflect the fact that the drug
companies are increasingly relying on promotional
spending to maintain their profits in the wake of
drug safety scandals and with fewer new
“blockbuster” drugs coming down the pipeline. The
predictable results – Ever-greater marketing© 2008 VirSci Corporation (www.virsci.com). All rights reserved.
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related intrusions into a doctor’s decision of which
drug to prescribe – will lighten consumers’ wallets
and even harm their health.”
If anything, SB 1765 seems to have fostered a
convergence, concluded CALPIRG. “Companies
that initially set very high limits have reduced them
to better fit in with their peers, while those who saw
that their marketing expenditures were lower than
average correspondingly decided to raise their
limits to keep pace with the crowd.”
The Other Extreme
Senators, Congressmen, and public interest
groups are calling for ever greater controls over
drug companies marketing practices. It’s difficult to
create laws outlawing gift-giving and other forms of
payments to doctors, but laws that “shine a light”
on these practices seem easier to enact and may
curb excesses.
In other countries where there are no laws
addressing gifts to physicians at all—eg, India—the
excesses are far greater as was recently reported
in BusinessWeek (see “Indian Pharma: Hooked on
the Hard Sell”). Some examples of aggressive
marketing by drug companies in India include:
 Drug company representatives sometimes
provide doctors and pharmacists with gifts
ranging from jewelry and consumer electronics
goods to automobiles.
 Pharma companies especially target influential
doctors at teaching hospitals, paying for them
and their spouses to travel to international
conferences.
 Some drug companies have printed out "rate
cards" for doctors they deal with in small towns
and cities: prescribing 1,000 tablets per month
of a particular medication gets the doctor a cell
phone; 5,000 tabs confers an air-conditioner;
10,000 tabs is worth a motorcycle.
Effect on Drug Costs and Outcomes
CALPIRG and other critics of gifts to physicians
claim that the practice causes over-prescribing of
the newest, most-expensive drugs, which have
potentially unknown and dangerous side effects.
In 2005 India's Ministry of Health & Family Welfare
issued an influential white paper that concluded
that such practices in India led to increasing costs
as well as to "overprescription of drugs…and overtreatment." The commission blamed the private
sector for focusing on profit maximization at the
expense of public health.
Continues…
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July 2005
Limit
(Dollars)

Current Limit
(Dollars)

% Change

$4,000

NA

NA

$960

$3,500

264.6%

Novartis

$2,500

$3,000

20.0%

Eli Lilly

$3,000

$3,000

0.0%

Takeda

NA

$3,000

NA

Amylin

$3,500

$3,000

-14.3%

Forest

$7,440

$3,000

-59.7%

GlaxoSmithKline

$2,500

$2,500

0.0%

Bristol-Myers Squibb

NA

$2,500

NA

Boehringer-Ingelheim

$2,500

$2,500

0.0%

Baxter International

$2,500

$2,500

0.0%

Amgen

$2,150

$2,150

0.0%

Sanofi-Aventis

$2,000

$2,000

0.0%

$900

$2,000

122.2%

Eisai

$2,000

$2,000

0.0%

Novo Nordisk

$2,000

$2,000

0.0%

AstraZeneca

$1,900

$1,900

0.0%

Hoffmann-La Roche

NA

$1,850

NA

Johnson and Johnson

NA

$1,500

NA

Allergan

NA

$1,500

NA

$1,000

$1,500

50.0%

Genzyme

$500

$1,500

200.0%

InterMune

$1,500

$1,500

0.0%

NA

$1,400

NA

$1,000

$1,000

0.0%

NA

$1,000

NA

$2,308

$2,132

-7.6%

Cephalon
Pfizer

Merck

Biogen Idec

Otsuka
Schering Plough
Bayer
AVERAGE

Table 1: CALPIRG’s review of drug companies’ limits on the total value of all gifts they
may provide to a given doctor in a single year in California.
Continues…
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Free Pen ROI Analysis
Those pens that pharmaceutical sales reps hand out to physicians are often cited as examples of gifts
to physicians that are meant to increase physician loyalty to the drug brand that made the gift.
Defenders of free gifts to physicians bristle at the notion that such gifts could influence the
prescribing habits of physicians. Nevertheless, there is a big industry that caters to the needs of gift
giving pharma companies as illustrated in this full-page ad that appeared in the February 2008 issue
of Pharmaceutical Executive (PE) Magazine:

The ad clearly conveys the notion that pens can influence physicians. How much influence is
necessary, however, to make a free pen giveaway cost-effective to a drug company? Let’s do some
math.
A pharmaceutical company with 2,000 reps working a brand may order at least 150,000 pens—about
75 pens per rep. If each pen cost $0.10 to the pharma company, that's a $15,000 order. If the pens
were handed out to 50 docs per rep or 100,000 docs, then each doc would have to bring in a mere
$0.15 worth of new scripts to cover the cost. Say, however, that only 2% or 2,000 docs that were
given pens are subject to gift influence peddling—the other 98% of docs threw their pens in the
waste basket. The 2,000 easily-influenced docs would have to write $2.00 more scripts for the drug
than they normally would to make the pen project break even for the pharma company. That seems
like a realistic scenario.
In other words, free pens like this pay off even if only 2% of docs that receive them are influenced to
prescribe a tiny bit more of the drug brand emblazoned on the pen.
Now you know why the drug industry is unlikely to eliminate free gifts to docs—gifts work and easily
provide a positive ROI. Why else would any sane capitalist enterprise do it?
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Defenders of drug industry marketing practices,
like Emory University Professor Paul H. Rubin,
argue that "there's nothing wrong with letting drug
reps schmooze with doctors," and specifically
nothing wrong with sales reps providing free
lunches to doctors (see his article in Forbes: "A
Free Lunch"). Rubin bases his argument on the
fact that "there [is] no evidence of harm to patients
caused by doctors and drug reps breaking bread."
Rubin also says that "the life expectancy of
Americans is at its highest level ever and will
continue to increase." What he doesn't say,
however, is that US life expectancy is lower than in
many other countries where pharmaceutical
marketing to consumers is not legal and where
physicians prescribe drugs from strict one-payer
formularies (see, for example, "Do New Drugs
Prolong Lives?").
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Conclusion
Whatever the merits of these various laws and how
successful they may be, pharmaceutical marketers
must become more familiar not only with the laws
but with their companies’ compliance practices.
Compliance is made even more difficult because
the laws vary significantly from state to state.
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